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Abstract
In the hospitality industry, the room and apartment sharing platform of Airbnb has
been accused of unfair competition. Detractors have pointed out the chronic lack of
proper legislation. Unfortunately, there is little quantitative evidence about Airbnb’s
spatial penetration upon which to base such a legislation. In this study, we analyze
Airbnb’s spatial distribution in eight U.S. urban areas, in relation to both geographic,
socio-demographic, and economic information. We find that, despite being very
different in terms of population composition, size, and wealth, all eight cities exhibit
the same pattern: that is, areas of high Airbnb presence are those occupied by the
“talented and creative” classes, and those that are close to city centers. This result is
consistent so much so that the accuracy of predicting Airbnb’s spatial penetration is
as high as 0.725.
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1 Introduction
Airbnb is a hospitality service that allows people to rent their unused rooms or entire
properties, by directly engaging in computer-mediated transactions with potential guests.
Instead of being based on centralized entities, this example of peer-to-peer (a.k.a. sharing
/ collaborative / asset) economic model is based on a distributed network of individuals
directly accessing each other underused assets (in this case, accommodations). Founded
in 2008, Airbnb has grown exponentially in the past few years [1–3], and now it has over
3,000,000 listings in more than 65,000 cities across the globe [4].

Critics say that the rapid growth of Airbnb has been accelerated by a lack of regulation.
This has given rise to political and regulatory debates about how to best compile legis-
lation for businesses utilizing Airbnb’s model of collaborative consumption. In the field
of Law, researchers have indeed made the case for regulating Airbnb. Stephen Miller, for
example, has put forward the idea of legalising short-term rental markets like those en-
abled by Airbnb via “transferable sharing rights” [5], with each house owner being given
the right to engage in short-term rental for a given period of time a year. But how should
these rights be allocated, and how should they be priced? Since the actual dynamics be-
hind Airbnb penetration have so far received little attention, there is not much evidence
upon which to build policies.

To support evidence-based policy making, we study the relationship between Airbnb’s
penetration in a variety of cities and each city’s geographic, demographic, and socio-
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economic characteristics. In so doing, we set out to answer two main questions: (i) Which
factors explain Airbnb spatial penetration in urban areas?; and (ii) Can we predict Airbnb
spatial penetration in a city using historical data from other ones? In answering those
questions, we make three main contributions:

• We gather data about Airbnb listings for eight U.S. cities. These are Austin, Los
Angeles, Manhattan (New York City), New Orleans, Oakland, San Diego, San
Francisco, and Seattle. We have chosen them because they vary in size, population
composition, wealth, and cost of living.

• We propose a method for explanatory analysis of geographic data, and study the
relationship between Airbnb’s spatial penetration and geographic, social and
economic conditions in these eight cities.

• We find that, despite being very different, most of the cities considered in this study
show the same pattern: high level of penetration is associated with central locations
and with presence of talented and bohemian people, which some scholars refer to as
the ‘creative class’ [6, 7]. These relationships are statistically strong, so much so that
we are able to build a predictive model for Airbnb’s spatial penetration that
generalizes across cities and that has an accuracy as high as 0.725.

These results suggest that a generic geographic penetration prediction model for Airbnb
might be applied across different cities. Such model can be particularly helpful to policy-
makers. Indeed, new phenomena like Airbnb do not penetrate all cities at the same time –
i.e., some cities will act as early adopters, while many others will follow later. If adoption
in a later-coming city could be predicted using a generic geographic model built from ob-
servations of early-adopting cities, then municipalities could pro-actively deploy policies
to direct adoption and growth in selected areas based on models’ estimates. For example,
if we refer back to the “transferable sharing rights” scheme by Miller, one could consider
allocating more rights and at lower cost to house owners in areas located further from
the city center, since these areas tend to naturally suffer from low Airbnb penetration;
viceversa, owners in central areas and with high concentration of people working in the
creative industries could be given fewer rights and at higher cost, since our analyses re-
vealed that hot-spots of Airbnb rentals are invariably linked to such areas. We will expand
on this subject later in the paper, when we discuss potential policy implications of our
study. The project’s material is publicly available on goodcitylife.org/airbnb.

2 Related work
Our work relates to the growing literature on the sharing economy, which has been car-
ried out in a variety of disciplines, from Law to Economics, from Sociology to Computer
Science. Overall, previous work has focused on two main themes: the impact of Airbnb
on the hospitality industry, and whether and how Airbnb should be regulated.

2.1 Studies on sharing economy platforms
Researchers have recently started to study the social dynamics behind service platforms.
They studied, for example, the role of geographic factors (e.g., geographic distance and
population density) in the success of two service platforms: Uber (ride-hailing app) and
TaskRabbit (an app for hiring people to do things such as assembling flat pack furniture)
[8]. They also looked into how socio-economic factors were associated with the use of
Uber in Seattle [9] and found that a neighborhood’s racial composition mattered [10].

http://goodcitylife.org/airbnb
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As for Airbnb, scholars have begun to examine its relationship with more traditional
forms of hospitality, and that has added yet more nuance to the critical debate that con-
tinues to surround the platform. Zervas et al. [11] analyzed Airbnb listings in Texas, and
found that Airbnb had negatively affected the revenue of local hotels: a 1% increase in the
number of listings led to a 0.05% loss of hotel revenue. However, that mainly impacted
lower-end hotels and left untouched higher-end ones. In another study, Varma et al. [12]
found hotels and Airbnb listings to be quite complementary (e.g., customers tend to be
different) and, as such, they concluded that Airbnb hardly creates disruption in the indus-
try. More recently, Quattrone et al. [13] looked at the growth of Airbnb in London over
four years and found that growth started in central areas as expected by touristic demand,
but then moved to socio-economically deprived areas as well – people were likely renting
their spare rooms to make ends meet. Our work builds upon that previous research and
makes two main new contributions. It tests for two previously overlooked aspects: robust-
ness and generalizability. Unlike previous research (focused on London), our work reports
on robust findings: among all considered metrics, we identify a subset of them showing a
consistent relationship with Airbnb penetration across the eight U.S. cities analyzed. Our
work also goes beyond a descriptive analysis by offering a predictive validity that is gen-
eralizable: the proposed predictive model uses historical data of Airbnb’s penetration in
(N – 1) cities to estimate Airbnb’s penetration in the N th city, and has an accuracy as high
as 0.725.

2.2 Proposals for regulation
Edelman and Geradin proposed a few ways in which platforms such as Airbnb could
be regulated without compromising market efficiency for both consumers and service
providers [14]. In a similar vein, Koopman et al. [15] made a case for policy change. Einav
et al. [16] took a systematic approach and spelled out pros and cons of a few cities’ cur-
rent regulations. Stephen Miller proposed to legalize the short-term rental market through
“transferable sharing rights” [5], where each house owner has the right to engage in a short-
term rental for a given period of time. This right can be sold to others, if the owner does not
wish to engage. The revenues generated by the sharing right market would go to both the
city council, which would be able to raise revenues without raising taxes any further; and
to neighborhood groups, which would be compensated for any externality. Then, to en-
sure market efficiency, web platforms could sell transferable sharing rights in a way similar
to what StubHub does when selling tickets. Other academics have taken a more hands-off
stance, however. Being an innovation, Airbnb should not be excessively regulated, Ran-
chordas argued [17]. The general principle behind his proposal is that innovations should
not be stifled by regulation. Cohen and Sundararajan opted for self-regulatory approaches
and for leaving regulatory responsibility to parties other than the government [18]. Finally,
to regulate the sharing economy, one should understand what ‘sharing’ means in that con-
text. Zale offered a taxonomy of ‘sharing’, including formality and gratuity [19], and Ikkala
and Lampinen showed that Airbnb transactions are not purely financial – they are medi-
ated by hospitality and sociability [20].

Those proposals have remained within academic circles, and critics say that Airbnb’s
rapid growth has been nurtured by a severe lack of regulation. One often cited concern
is that of revenues from tourism. Tourists have long been a source of income for govern-
ments (through taxes) and hotels alike. As the sharing economy (e.g., Airbnb) continues
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to expand in unregulated areas, not only traditional industries but also governments are
bound to suffer [21]. On the other hand, proponents have put forward evidence of the con-
trary: they claim that peer-to-peer markets have been found to create wealth, stimulate
optimal resource utilization, and even reduce environmental impact [22].

To move the debate forward, we need a systematic study that looks at Airbnb presence
in relation to geographic, social and economic conditions of urban areas, to establish what
conditions are associated with Airbnb penetration (and the lack thereof ). With such evi-
dence at hand, legislators can then develop policies to help control Airbnb growth in areas
of certain characteristics.

3 Research questions
In this paper, we analyze the spatial penetration of Airbnb in cities across the U.S., with
the aim of answering two main research questions:

• RQ1. Which factors explain Airbnb spatial penetration in urban areas? We investigate
a comprehensive range of geographic, social, and economic characteristics of urban
areas, and quantify their relative importance in capturing the spatial penetration of
Airbnb offerings in such areas. We are particularly interested in investigating whether
there exists a small set of common characteristics that are linked to Airbnb presence,
across a variety of cities.

• RQ2. Can we predict spatial penetration in a city from the dynamics observed in other
cities? We investigate the possibility of developing a generalized prediction model
based on the characteristics identified above, so that we can accurately predict the
Airbnb penetration in a U.S. city, having trained the model on other American cities.
If so, legislators in a city where Airbnb is only starting to appear can use our model to
forecast areas of (potentially undesirable) under/over Airbnb penetration. This will
enable them to put in place policies early on, aimed at steering its growth where
desired.

Next we illustrate the datasets and the metrics we have used to answer these research
questions.

4 Datasets and metrics
4.1 Cities
We analyzed eight different cities located within the U.S. These vary substantially among
each other – for example, in terms of size, population composition, and wealth, as de-
scribed later in this section. We chose to focus on the U.S., as this country hosts a diverse
range of cities, with mature Airbnb presence across many of them. Future studies may
wish to explore to what extent the findings that hold within a country also span across
different ones.

San Francisco. It is the city where Airbnb was founded in 2008 and is currently headquar-
tered. As Airbnb’s hometown, it offers insights into the most developed Airbnb market-
place. Furthermore, it is the second most densely populated U.S. city and is home to many
technology entrepreneurs who work in the nearby heart of the U.S. technology scene, the
Silicon Valley. It is a very ethnically diverse city, has a very high average age and, despite
having high median income, has a large disparity between the rich and poor.

Oakland. Unlike San Francisco, it serves as a center for trade and is the busiest port in
California. Despite its close proximity to San Francisco, the characteristics of Oakland’s
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demographic makeup differ considerably and median pay is roughly two thirds that of San
Francisco’s.

Manhattan. It is the most densely populated borough of New York City. It is also the
city’s economic and administrative center, and it is often described as the cultural and
financial capital of the world. Manhattan has the highest cost of living in the U.S., and
also contains the country’s most profound level of income inequality. The majority of the
population is white (65%), and approximately 27% are foreign born.

New Orleans. In stark contrast to Manhattan, New Orleans is the smallest of the cho-
sen cities, with a population of 378,000, predominantly black (60.2% ). The city has seen
a decline in population in recent times. As further proof of contrast to Manhattan, the
median income of the city is $26,900 (2010 U.S. Census), to Manhattan’s $72,200, almost
three times greater.

Austin. It differs vastly to both the metropolis of Manhattan and the quaint New Orleans.
Austin is the fastest growing city of the top 50 largest U.S. cities and is not so ethnically
diverse. The majority of Austin’s population is white (66.8%). It is also the youngest city in
the dataset.

Seattle. The Pacific Northwest city of Seattle, in Washington, is an important center for
technology, being home to Amazon, Microsoft, and Boeing. It is also a major gateway for
trade with Asia. Like Austin, it is a predominantly white city. However, it is far older, has
a much higher median income, and a greater cost of living.

San Diego. It is the third major city in our dataset (with a population greater than
1,000,000). The city, which has an immediate proximity to the Mexican border, is not a
technology hub like Seattle or New York. Its main economic engines are the military and
tourism. Due to its closeness to Mexico, it has a large Hispanic population and a low pro-
portion of black people (6.7%).

Los Angeles. It is a global center of commerce and has a diverse economy in business,
technology, culture and sport. It has the highest educational diversity in the country and
ranks highly on the diversification of its economy business-sectors. Despite its size and
economic power, it has a low median income and a disproportionately high cost of living.

Table 1 lists the eight cities chosen for this study (first column), and also summarizes
their varying social and economic characteristics (next five columns), in terms of: popu-
lation, median age, median income, percentage of white population, and cost of living –
estimated from consumer prices of goods and services relative to the reference urban area
of Manhattan [23].

Table 1 Summary characteristics of the 8 chosen U.S. cities

Population, Median Age, Median Income, Percentage of White are derived from the official U.S. Census Bureau published in
2010. Cost of Living has been derived from https://www.numbeo.com/cost-of-living/region_rankings.jsp?title=2017&
region=019. Finally, the number of Airbnb Listings has been determined from our Airbnb dataset.

https://www.numbeo.com/cost-of-living/region_rankings.jsp?title=2017&region=019
https://www.numbeo.com/cost-of-living/region_rankings.jsp?title=2017&region=019
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4.2 Airbnb data
We gathered the Airbnb data made available on Murray Cox’s website as part of his “Inside
Airbnb” project (http://insideairbnb.com/). The website periodically publishes snapshots
of Airbnb listings around the world. On May 2016, we downloaded all the listings in our
eight cities. We also verified the validity of the data by selecting 10 random listings in each
city and double checking both their presence on the original Airbnb platform, and the
accuracy of their locations. Location accuracy is key for us as we measure Airbnb penetra-
tion as the number of Airbnb listings in a given area. The last column of Table 1 reports
the number of Airbnb listings for each of the eight selected cities.

4.3 Explanatory variables
In order to explain the varying spatial penetration of Airbnb within U.S. cities, we looked
into three different groups of variables, capturing their geographic, social and economic
context. Most of these variables have been obtained from the most recent U.S. Census
bureau (that is, Census 2010 – https://www.census.gov/) which gathers decennial popula-
tion data. The U.S. Census data is available at a census tract spatial granularity; that is, the
smallest territorial unit of analysis for which population data is available in the U.S. Other
sources of data include: OpenStreetMap (https://www.openstreetmap.org), Google Maps,
and a variety of official city websites (as summarized in Table 2).

4.4 City geography
Distance to Center. A previous Airbnb study [13] of the city of London, UK, found that
distance to the city center was one of the variables that most explained Airbnb presence
in an area (i.e., the closer to the city center, the more Airbnb listings). We aim to explore

Table 2 Dataset summary

http://insideairbnb.com/
https://www.census.gov/
https://www.openstreetmap.org
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whether the same holds for U.S. cities. Some of the analyzed cities (such as San Diego,
Oakland and Seattle) are relatively small with a clear definition of city center. For other
cities this may be not true and they may contain multiple urban hubs [24]. For simplicity,
we computed a single metric across all cities; specifically, we consider the ‘downtown dis-
trict’ or CBD (central business district) as the center of the city. For each city, we compute
distance to center as the shortest distance in meters between the CBD’s center, and the
center of the tract under study.

Points of Interest. A point of interest (POI) is a geographic feature that might be use-
ful or interesting. Examples of POIs include pubs, town halls and post offices. A study of
the geography of Airbnb in London [13] found that, together with ‘distance to center’, the
‘tourism factor’ of an area, as shown by the number of POIs within an area, had the great-
est positive significance on the number of Airbnb offerings in that area. We expect that
the relationship will hold for American cities too, such that areas of higher POI concentra-
tion, indicating greater tourist appeal, will also have increased Airbnb presence. To count
the number of POIs within a given area, we used OpenStreetMap data; specifically, for
each city, we extracted the latitude/longitude coordinates for all POIs that fell under the
following OpenStreetMap categories: accommodation, attractions, eating and drinking,
retail and sports, and entertainment.

Number of Hotels. Despite a previous analysis showing that in London there is little re-
lationship between hotels and Airbnb adoption [13], we do not know a priori whether the
same conclusion holds in U.S. cities as well. Airbnb’s economic blog, which reports and
measures Airbnb’s effect on city economies, states that 72% of Airbnb properties in San
Francisco are outside the central hotel district [25]. However, little other evidence exists
relating the spatial penetration of Airbnb listings to that of hotels. Intuitively, the number
of hotels in an area should provide a reasonable proxy for the level of tourism of that area.
Furthermore, results highlighting where Airbnb listings appear in a city relative to hotels
will provide regulators with a source of quantitative information to make more informed
decisions. We thus explore this variable in our analysis. Since there is no publicly avail-
able dataset for the number of hotels in all cities, hotel data was crawled from Google,
searching for ‘city_name’ + ‘hotels’, and then retrieving their latitude-longitude pairs.

Bus Stops. The strength of an area’s infrastructure and transport links have historically
been a key component in the performance of property prices, due to the ease of connec-
tion to major areas of that city. For tourists visiting a city, although they may spend time
and money in tourist centers, their choice of where they stay is likely influenced by the
connectivity of an area. Different cities may offer a variety of different public transport
modalities. Since buses are present in all cities under study, we chose the number of bus
stops in an area as proxy to the strength of said area’s transport links. Thus, we expect
to see a relationship between Airbnb offerings and the number of bus stops. To compute
this metric, we used a combination of OpenStreetMap data and city-specific datasets to
obtain the latitude-longitude of bus stops; we then counted the number of stops within
each area.

Population Density. This is a standard metric derived from the U.S. Census Bureau that
provides information on how densely populated a specific area is. It is widely used as gen-
eral statistical datum at the country as well as at the local level. It is calculated by dividing
the number of people living in a certain area by the area’s total surface. Population density
is an aspect considered crucial by many urbanists in explaining a number of urban as-
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pects [26–28]. Recent studies have found that this factor is linked to the spread of sharing
economy services [29]. We thus decided to include it as one of our geographic attributes.

4.5 Social indexes
Race Diversity Index. The Race Diversity Index is a metric derived from the U.S. Census
Bureau; it provides a measure of how much racial diversity exists in an area. First coined
by Meyer and Macintosh [30], it is formulated as a Gini–Simpson Index [31] and acts as a
probability measure. It measures the likelihood that two people selected at random from a
given area represent different types. In this case, it is a measure of whether the race of the
chosen people is the same. We formulate the problem with seven distinct racial categories:
white, black or African American, Hispanic or Latino, American Indian or Alaska native,
Asian, native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander. The greater the race diversity index, the greater
the probability that two people selected at random will be from different races.

Income Diversity Index. The income diversity index shows how diverse an area is in terms
of average household income for the population of that area. It is derived from the U.S.
Census Bureau and it is calculated using the Gini–Simpson index [31] for three distinct
wage bands: low income (annual incomes less than $35,000), middle band income (annual
incomes between $35,000 and $100,000) and high income (annual incomes greater than
$100,000).

Bohemian Index. A bohemian is a socially unconventional person with interests in art or
literacy (https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/bohemian). Richard Florida’s paper
“Bohemia and Economic Geography” [6] examines the relationship between geographic
concentrations of bohemia and a strong technology presence by directly measuring the
bohemian population at an MSA (Metropolitan Statistical Area) level. Though there are
other variations of the bohemian index [32], we use Florida’s definition, which computes
the proportion of the number of bohemians to the number of residents in an area, com-
pared to the national proportion of bohemians to the number of the total population. We
derived the Bohemian Index from the U.S. Census Bureau.

Talent Index. The talent index [33] measures the education level of a populace, defined
as the proportion of people with a bachelor’s degree or above. The index is normalized
per thousand people and it is derived from the U.S. Census Bureau. Richard Florida hy-
pothesizes that a high talent index is correlated with a larger concentration of bohemians.
Given this, we may infer that areas with a strong technology presence, such as those areas
with high Airbnb uptake, will have a higher index for talent.

Proportion of Young People. This was calculated as the proportion of people aged be-
tween 20 and 34 years old in a given area against the population of that area. Florida sug-
gests that, as well as the bohemian index, a higher concentration of young people is often
a driver of the technology uptake in that area [6]. We derived this index from the U.S.
Census Bureau.

4.6 Economic indexes
Unemployment Proportion. The unemployment proportion is calculated as the number
of people aged 16 and over currently out of work (unemployed) against the total number
of people in an area. This measure is provided by the U.S. Census Bureau. Unemploy-
ment rates often provide a strong indication of the economic health of an area. According
to Florida’s work on the ‘creative class’ [7], areas of lower unemployment (amongst other

https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/bohemian
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factors) are symbolic of a creative class, and transitively may lead to greater technology
concentration. We would thus expect to see a negative correlation between Airbnb pen-
etration and unemployment proportion. However, the Wall Street Journal [34] found a
large percentage of Airbnb renters were offering up living spaces due to unemployment.
In Paris, only one third of Airbnb hosts were reported to have full time jobs [35]. If the
relationship holds across the U.S. too, then we may see a positive correlation between un-
employment and Airbnb penetration instead.

Poverty by Income Percentage. Michael Zweig [36] defines poverty as “a state of depriva-
tion, or a lack of the usual or socially acceptable amount of money or material possessions”.
In the U.S., the most common poverty metrics are the ‘poverty thresholds’, as defined by
the U.S. Census Bureau [37]. Our explanatory variable is then calculated, in a given tract
area, as the percentage of households in poverty (as defined by their income) against the
total number of households in that area. The underlying hypothesis is that Airbnb’s pen-
etration will fall in areas of increased poverty.

Median Household Income. For each tract area, the U.S. Census Bureau measures the
median household income for the local population. A temporal study on Airbnb in Lon-
don [13] showed that income became increasingly more negative correlated with Airbnb
penetration over time, signaling that more people with low income were joining Airbnb
as hosts, possibly using the extra income generated from Airbnb to support themselves.

Median Household Value. The U.S. Census Bureau also provides a measure of median
household value for each area. Together with median household income, this variable
should provide a strong indicator of socio-economic makeup of a city. This can also be
used to identify clusters of cities with similar profiles.

Proportion of Owner Occupied Residences. Quattrone et al. [13] found that, in London,
Airbnb hosts tend to rent rather than own the property. Therefore, we hypothesize that
the proportion of owner occupied residences matter in the U.S. as well. We derived this
metric from the U.S. Census Bureau.

Table 2 summarizes all the metrics introduced in this section, along with the sources
from which they were taken.

5 Method
In this section, we first define the spatial unit of analysis that was adopted throughout the
study. We then outline the methods used to answer each of our research questions.

5.1 Spatial unit of analysis
To quantify the relative importance of geographic, social and economic factors within a
city with respect to Airbnb listings, we first need to define a spatial unit of analysis. We
chose to operate at the level of tracts, the smallest granularity at which the U.S. Census
Bureau collates data, for three main reasons: first, since each tract has roughly the same
population (about 4000 inhabitants) [38], the adopted metrics – such as number of ho-
tels and number of POIs – do not need further normalization (i.e., they are implicitly
normalized by the number of people residing in that area). Second, census tracts cover a
contiguous area; if this were not the case, it would be difficult to measure spatial autocor-
relation by analyzing clusters and dispersion of data. Third, census tracts represent a unit
of measurement that captures a statistically significant number of data points. All metrics
summarized in Table 2 have been computed at tract level.
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5.2 RQ1. Explanatory analysis
Our first research question investigates whether it is possible to explain Airbnb spatial
penetration using geographic, social and economic variables. To find what variables are
significantly correlated with Airbnb penetration and to what extent, we use a multivariate
linear regression model in the form of Ordinary Least Squares (OLS)

y = β0 + β1x1 + · · · + βkxk + ε, (1)

where y denotes the Airbnb penetration in a given area; x1, . . . , xk are the set of the explana-
tory variables that reflect the geographic, social, and economic conditions of the same area
(see Table 2); β0,β1, . . . ,βk are the unknown parameters; and ε is the error term.

Since some of our metrics are skewed and therefore do not conform with the normality
assumption of the variance, we compensate for the skewness of such variables by apply-
ing a log transformation. Further, since our metrics are on very different scales, we stan-
dardize them by computing their z-scores. This transformation enables us to compare β

coefficients that are from different distribution scales.
An issue to consider at this stage in the chosen method is that of ‘multicollinearity’ [39,

40], that is, the possibility for two or more explanatory variables to be correlated with each
other. In the presence of multicollinearity, the variance of the standardized β coefficients
increases. As a result, although the regression models are still valid overall, their detailed
interpretation is much more difficult (e.g., the more correlated the explanatory variables
are, the more difficult it is to determine how much variation in the outcome each separate
explanatory variable is responsible for). To tackle this issue, we used a technique called
Variance Inflation Factors (VIF) [39, 40]. The VIF associated with an explanatory variable
is obtained by, first, performing the linear regression with the explanatory variable as de-
pendent variable and the other remaining variables as independent ones and, second, by
using the overall model fit (i.e., the R2 value) obtained in the previous step in the following
formula

VIF =
1

1 – R2 . (2)

If the explanatory variable has a strong linear relation with at least another one, the
corresponding model fit is likely to be close to 1, and the explanatory variable’s VIF to
be large. Various recommendations for acceptable levels of VIF have been offered in the
literature; as an example, a value of 10 is commonly recommended as the maximum level of
acceptable VIF [39–42]. Candidate variables showing a VIF higher than the recommended
maximum level must be excluded from the list of predictors of the regression model.

Finally, for each of our OLS regression models, we need to test for their validity. In gen-
eral, regression models assume that explanatory variables are independent of one another.
However, since we are mostly dealing with geographic data, this assumption might be vi-
olated. This is because geographic data often obeys to Tobler’s First Law of Geography:
“Everything is related to everything else. But near things are more related than distant
things” [43]. This means that the spatial features we use in our regression models (e.g.,
number of POIs, household income) may tend to be geographically clustered together.
If this is the case, we run the risk of under-estimating the chances of committing Type
I errors, and being drawn to the conclusion that our explanatory metrics and model are
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better at explaining variation in Airbnb penetration than they actually are. To test the va-
lidity of our regression models, we use the well-known Moran’s I [44] to measure spatial
autocorrelation of the residuals in our OLS models. To calculate Moran’s I, we needed a
clear definition of “nearby” observations. We chose one of the most common ways of com-
puting spatial connectivity matrices [45]: we first computed the latitude and longitude of
the central point of each census tract; then, we computed the spatial connectivity matrix
as the inverse Euclidean distance of these points.

5.3 RQ2. Predictive analysis
Our second research question investigates whether it is possible to predict the spatial pen-
etration of Airbnb listings in a city, based on what has been learned about their spatial pen-
etration in other cities. In other words, we investigate the generalizability of the findings
concerning RQ1. To this purpose, we use classification analysis.

To begin with, based on the previous regression analysis, we identify a subset of ge-
ographic, social and economic variables that are most important across the eight cities
under exam. By most important, we mean they are statistically significant across most
cities (i.e., p-values lower than 0.05), and that exhibit a consistently high β score (in ab-
solute value). In other words, we identify a minimum set of variables that our predictor
model will use. In so doing, we also reduce the dimensionality of our dataset, thus reduc-
ing the chance of over-fitting. We then scale the selected variables, so that each of them
describes how many standard deviations it exceeds (or it is below) its mean value for a
given city. This step is necessary since the cities in our dataset have different character-
istics and, as such, it is not possible to compare them in absolute terms; for example, the
median household income in Manhattan is not comparable at all to that of New Orleans.

For our target variable, that is, the number of Airbnb offerings per tract, we stratify it
into categorical values, to form a discrete set of labels: ‘low’, ‘medium’ and ‘high’ penetra-
tion. Choosing the right technique that transforms continuous data in bins is a non-trivial
process. Since our target variable of Airbnb penetration shows a very skewed distribution
(i.e., many U.S. tracts have very low Airbnb penetration, and only few of them have high
penetration), we ended up using a logarithmic binning [46] that produced the following
bins: the ‘low’ penetration bin containing around 70% of lowest values of the target vari-
able; the ‘medium’ penetration bin containing around the next 20% values of the target
variable; and the ‘high’ penetration bin containing roughly the remaining 10% of observa-
tions. Figures 1 and 2 show the result of this binning strategy; specifically, Fig. 1 shows the
frequency distribution of Airbnb penetration in the eight U.S. cities analyzed against the
three obtained bins; Fig. 2 shows the Choropleth Maps of Airbnb penetration according
to the same three bins.

On the transformed data, we compute eight different instances of our model, one for
each city under study. We use the data for the city under consideration as test set and
the data related to the remaining seven cities as training set. In terms of the classification
algorithms used, we experimented with: (i) Support Vector Machines (SVM) with radial
basis function kernel, a classifier generally used when the number of features is greater
than the number of training examples, as it is in our case; (ii) logistic regression, a classifier
that works on the assumption of data linearity and that is not negatively affected by data
collinearity; (iii) random forest, a classifier that generally works without any assumption
of data linearity and collinearity; and (iv) Naive Bayes, a classifier that, although assumes
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Figure 1 Frequency distribution of Airbnb penetration against the three produced bins: ‘low’, ‘medium’ and
‘high’ Airbnb penetration

conditional data independence, it has been found to perform well in practice. We used the
following metric to assess the quality of our classifications

weighted accuracy =
c × TP + TN

c × (TP + FN) + (TN + FP)
. (3)

This accuracy metric is very suitable when the classes to be predicted are imbalanced
[47, 48], as it is in our case. In this formula, c is equal to the class imbalance, that is, the
extent to which the negative class is more frequent than the positive one; TP, FP, FN and
TN indicate, respectively, the true positive, false positive, false negative and true negative
classification cases. With such a definition of accuracy, a trivial “always predict the most
common class” classifier would achieve a weighted accuracy equal to 0.5. Therefore, any
classifier having a weighted accuracy higher that 0.5 improves over both a random guess
fare and a trivial classifier with imbalanced classes.

We compare the performance of our classifications against a benchmark model, which
is based on the single most significant variable identified in RQ1. We define the variable
of most significance to be the largest absolute standardized regression coefficient of the
prior regression analysis, averaged over all eight cities.

6 Results
6.1 RQ1. Explanatory analysis
We begin by presenting the results of the regression models. Table 3 shows β coefficients
for each variable associated with Airbnb penetration for each of the eight analyzed cities,
along with the adjusted R2 and Moran’s I values for each model. Furthermore, the β values
are accompanied by blue and red bars, representing the size and sign of the coefficient;
blue bars represent positive coefficients and red bars represent negative ones. The most
important variables in each model are those with the highest absolute beta values (longest
bars). Finally, p-values are chromatically visualized using the colors of the shade of the
bars: dark blue/red bars indicate p-value values less than 0.05; conversely, light blue/red
bars indicate p-value values greater than or equal to 0.05.

First and foremost, the results may not be significant if they present evident spatial au-
tocorrelation. We find that all models are robust under this aspect; i.e., we did not find
evidence that results are based on spatial auto-correlative factors (Moran’s I ≤ 0.06).
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Figure 2 Choropleth Map of Airbnb penetration according the three produced bins: ‘low’ (transparent
background), ‘medium’ (cyan background), and ‘high’ Airbnb penetration (dark blue background)

Geography. As far as geographic factors are concerned, the results show that distance
from the city center has a strong, negative relationship with the Airbnb offering across 5
over 8 cities. That is, the further away a tract is from the city center, the fewer the num-
ber of Airbnb establishments. Only in Oakland, San Francisco and Seattle the distance
from the center is not considered as one of the most important variables. Additionally,
the attractiveness of an area, characterized by the number of points of interest (POIs) is
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Table 3 Analysis of Airbnb offering

We fit the models for the 8 different cities separately, one for each city. Each cell indicates the standardized β coefficient of
the model for the corresponding city. Blue bars are associated with positive β coefficients, red bars to negative ones. The
shade of the bars encode p-values: dark bars are associated with p-values lower than 0.05, light bars are associated with
p-values greater than or equal to 0.05.

statistically positively correlated with the number of listings for 5 out of 8 cities. This is
indicative that Airbnb listings are predominantly located in more touristic areas. Finally,
the number of bus stops per tract was positively correlated with Airbnb penetration in the
three cities of Austin, Oakland, and San Francisco.

Social Indexes. The bohemian and talent indexes exhibit strong positive correlation with
Airbnb offerings across the selected U.S. cities, with the former being as high as 0.51
in Manhattan, and the latter being 0.70 in Oakland. This finding is in agreement with
Florida’s research [6, 7] and is further substantiated by the βs of the number of young
people, which similarly follows a cross-city pattern of positive correlation. Income diver-
sity does not bear a significant relationship with Airbnb offerings instead. Race diversity
has strong correlation, but of opposite sign across different cities: it is negatively corre-
lated with Airbnb offerings in Austin and San Diego, but positively correlated in New Or-
leans and Seattle. This suggests that different dynamics are taking place between Airbnb
offerings and race diversity in different U.S cities, and a universal model cannot capture
them.

Economic Indexes. In terms of economic indexes, we find that, despite not playing a
predominant role in each model, the median household value is positively correlated
with Airbnb penetration in five out of eight U.S. cities analyzed. At the same time, we
find that the median income of an area is inversely correlated in Manhattan and Oak-
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land (although not significant in most other cities). Taken together, a possible expla-
nation for this is that Airbnb adopters are renting out rooms in houses they do not
own.

The above results suggest that, in U.S. cities, Airbnb listings are predominantly clustered
in tracts that are close to city centers and touristic attractions, and that are home to a
young, creative and talented crowd. Since the regression models across cities show a good
fit (adjusted R2 are consistent and high – they range between 0.47 and 0.75, with an average
value of 0.66), we hypothesize we can take the most significant variables and use them to
build a generalizable predictive model. However, before we present our predictive analysis
results, there are important concerns still relating to our explanatory analysis that we need
to discuss first, starting with the issue of multicollinearity.

6.1.1 Multicollinearity
So far, in studying the standardized β coefficients, we did not consider ‘multicollinear-
ity’, that is, that the explanatory variables might be correlated with each other. Yet, as
Fig. 3 shows, some variables are indeed highly correlated with each other, with the highest
conditional dependencies appearing for variables ‘talent’, ‘bohemian’, ‘income’ and ‘house-
hold_value’.

Multicollinearity in the regression model might inflate the β coefficients and compro-
mise their interpretability casting doubts on the interpretations we previously offered of
our explanatory variables. To deal with this issue, we applied the VIF technique [39, 40]
described in the Method section, and initially accepted all variables with a maximum VIF
level not greater than 10. All explanatory variables satisfied this condition, suggesting our
previous results were correctly interpreted. Some scholars though are more restrictive and
suggest lowering the maximum accepted VIF to 4 [49, 50]. We tested this more restrictive
threshold, and found that only one explanatory variable among ‘poverty’, ‘talent’, ‘income’,
‘bohemian’, and ‘household_value’ could be kept without suffering from multicollinearity.

Figure 3 Pairwise Spearman correlation between explanatory variables for the eight considered U.S. cities
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Table 4 Aggregated results for five different sets of models

In each set of models only one variable among ‘poverty’, ‘talent’, ‘income’, ‘bohemian’, and ‘household_value’ is included in
the computation.

We then built five different sets of regression models, each set containing only one of the
flagged variables (i.e., set1 contains ‘poverty’, set2 contains ‘talent’, set3 contains ‘income’,
set4 contains ‘bohemian’, and set5 contains ‘household_value’). Each of these sets contains
8 model instances, one for each city under study. We then examined the results of the
regressions, to verify whether the same explanatory variables that were statistically signif-
icant in the full model (Table 3) were also confirmed significant (and with the same sign)
in these restricted models.

Table 4 shows the aggregated results. Specifically, each column corresponds to one set
of models; each row corresponds to one explanatory variable within the models, with the
first 10 variables (from ‘distance’ to ‘owner’) being present in all model sets, since they did
not have VIF higher than 4, and the last five (from ‘poverty’ to ‘household_value’) being
present in one model set only. Each cell in the table then indicates the number of standard-
ized β coefficients that are statistically significant and higher than 0.15 in absolute terms;
such number is positive if there are more instances (i.e., cities) within that model set with
the variable having a (significantly) positive coefficient, and negative otherwise. As an ex-
ample, the number ‘–7’ in the first row of column set1 indicates that, for the corresponding
set of models, the standardized β associated with Distance to Center is statistically signif-
icant and lower than –0.15 in 7 cities out of 8.

Let us consider first the variables that we previously found significant and that did not
have multicollinearity issues (i.e., they are present in all model sets): by looking at Table 4
and Table 3, we confirm that distance from the center is (significantly) negatively corre-
lated with Airbnb penetration in most cities across all model sets, while presence of a
young population and presence of POIs (tourist attractions) are positively correlated. If
we then look at the variables that were previously found significant but that were flagged
for multicollinearity, we now find that in the model containing Bohemian Index (set4),
such variable is confirmed to be significantly positively related with Airbnb penetration
across all the eight U.S. cities analyzed; likewise, in the model containing Talent (set2),
such variable is confirmed to be significantly positively related with Airbnb penetration in
six out of eight U.S. cities analyzed. Such consistency of results strengthens the validity of
the results presented for the overall model.
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Figure 4 Census 2010 against Census 2000. Spearman correlation between the explanatory variables derived
by the U.S. census released in 2000 against the values they assume when the U.S. census released in 2010 is
used. Cells marked by “X” denote correlations that are not statistically significant (p-values greater than or
equal to 0.01)

6.1.2 Sensitivity analysis
Our Airbnb data dates back to May 2016, while the official U.S. Census data – which is the
latest one – dates back to 2010. We argue that, despite the misalignment of six years, the
two sets of data can be analyzed in combination, since census conditions do not change
significantly in six years. Indeed, if one correlates each variable in the 2000 U.S. census
data with the same variable in the 2010 census (census data is updated every 10 years),
then the resulting Spearman correlations are quite high (Fig. 4) with only a few exceptions
(namely, Diversity Index, Bohemian Index, and Unemployment Ratio).

To measure how sensitive our results are, relative to census data change, we recomputed
our regression models, now extracting explanatory variables from U.S. Census 2000, and
comparing results against when extracting variables from U.S. Census 2010. Table 5 shows
the results obtained: for each row (i.e., for each of the 15 explanatory variables of the full
model), we count the number of cities in which the variable was found significantly (posi-
tively/negatively) correlated with Airbnb presence using U.S. Census 2000 (first column),
and when using U.S. Census 2010 (second column). Results are strikingly similar, suggest-
ing that our model is robust against (past) changes in census data (although we cannot
speculate what would happen for future census data changes). One explanatory variable
for which the results appear to change is ‘owner’. That is because areas with uptake in
ownership tend to benefit from increases in Airbnb adoption (we found a Spearman cor-
relation equal to 0.35 between owner2010 – owner2000 and bnb_penetration – p-value <
0.001). Areas with high Airbnb presence today are areas where there was significantly less
ownership 16 years ago; fast forward a decade, residents have increasingly bought prop-
erties in such areas, so they now engage with Airbnb rentals.
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Table 5 Comparison of results obtained by using explanatory variables derived from U.S. census
2000 against results obtained by using U.S. census 2010

Table 6 Comparison of results between the eight analyzed U.S. cities and London, UK

Each cell under the column ‘Eight U.S. cities’ indicates the number of standardized β coefficients that are statistically
significant and higher than 0.15 in absolute terms; such number is positive if there are more instances (i.e., cities) within that
model set with the variable having a (significantly) positive coefficient, and negative otherwise. Each cell under the column
‘London’ indicates whether the corresponding correlation was significant positive (+), or significant negative (–), or rather not
significantly correlated (0). The variables ‘popDens’, ‘income_div’, ‘talent’ and ‘poverty’ are not reported since the same
parameters were not considered in the study proposed by Quattrone et al. [13].

6.1.3 Comparison with Airbnb penetration in London, U.K.
Beside this study, the only work that to date investigates the relationship between Airbnb’s
spatial penetration and geographic, social and economic conditions in a city is the one
proposed by Quattrone et al. [13] where the investigation was conducted in London. It
so appears to be an interesting opportunity to relate our findings to those obtained in
London. Below we report all the commonalities and differences between our results and
those illustrated in [13] across geographic, social and economic factors (summarized in
Table 6).

Geography. Our results strongly match those illustrated in [13] for London in three dif-
ferent key aspects: (i) distance to center, (ii) tourism factor and (iii) hotel presence. Specif-
ically, our results show that Distance to Centre has a strong, negative relationship with
the Airbnb penetration across 5 out of 8 cities; unsurprisingly, exactly the same finding
is discovered also in London. Furthermore, our results show that the ‘tourism factor’ of
an area – measured as the density of certain types of points of interest related tourist at-
tractions – is positively correlated with Airbnb penetration in 4 out of 8 cities. Findings
illustrated in [13] back-up this hypothesis; in this last case, the ‘tourism factor’ was mea-
sured as the density of Foursquare check-ins considered as a rough proxy of how many
tourists each area attracts. Finally, both our findings and those reported in London con-
firm that there is no relationship between hotel presence and Airbnb adoption. Despite
these big commonalities there are also some different trends between the geographic fac-
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tors correlated with the Airbnb adoption in the eight analyzed U.S. cities and in London.
Specifically, our findings show that in 2 out of 8 U.S. cities analyzed the presence of infras-
tructure and transport in an area is also an indicator of higher Airbnb penetration. This
finding is not supported in London, possibly because the public transport offering is more
homogeneous across the capital.

Social. Social factors are those exhibiting the strongest differences between London and
the 8 U.S. cities analyzed instead. Specifically the three factors most positively correlated
with Airbnb penetration in the eight U.S. cities analyzed are bohemian and talent and, in a
few cities, the presence of young people. In London, only the presence of young people is
positively correlated with Airbnb penetration; surprisingly, the bohemian index does not
correlate with Airbnb penetration in London, whereas the talent index was not considered
in the study. We speculate that this discordant trend is due to the different demographic
makeups of American cities – where racial segregation and demographic divides are often
higha – as opposed to those of London.

Economic. We have found a strong agreement between our findings and those illustrated
in [13] in London in: (i) unemployment, both findings confirm that there is no relation-
ship between unemployment and Airbnb adoption; (ii) income, which is negatively corre-
lated with Airbnb adoption both in London and in two of the eight analyzed U.S. cities;
(iii) household_value, which is positively correlated with Airbnb adoption both in Lon-
don and in two of the eight analyzed U.S. cities. Despite these big commonalities there are
also some slight different trends between the economic factors correlated with the Airbnb
adoption in the eight analyzed U.S. cities and in London. Specifically, in London there is
a statically significant negative relation between the proportion of owner occupied resi-
dences and Airbnb penetration. Our analysis only partially confirms these results; in fact,
the Proportion of Owner Occupied Residences is negatively correlated with Airbnb pen-
etration in two out of eight analyzed cities; however, these correlations do not appear to
be statistically significant (see Table 3).

6.2 RQ2. Predictive analysis
We built a predictive model by first selecting the variables with the highest statistically sig-
nificant β coefficients: distance from the center, POI, bohemian, talent, income, household
value, young and population density. For the benchmark model, we used as predictor only
the variable with the highest statistically significant β – that is, distance from the center.
We then followed the method we previously proposed to answer RQ2. Figure 5(a) shows
the weighted accuracies obtained by our classifiers in the eight cities, averaged for the
three classes of ‘Low’, ‘Medium’ and ‘High’ Airbnb penetration; Fig. 5(b) shows the same
weighted accuracies obtained by our benchmark.

In comparison to the chosen benchmark, our full model outperforms it for all classifiers
and all cities. However, the accuracy of the prediction strongly depends on the chosen
classification method, it varies from city to city and not all the penetration rates are equally
easy to be estimated.

Full models Vs. benchmark. Our model yields a weighted accuracy ranging between 0.58
(San Francisco – logistic classifier) to 0.72 (San Diego – random forest classifier). Con-
versely, the benchmark yields an accuracy ranging between 0.49 and 0.60. The best results
for the benchmark are obtained for New Orleans and Austin, where the benchmark is
close to the full model, implying that distance to center is an extremely important factor
in these cities.
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Figure 5 Averaged weighted accuracy of our classifier across the three classes vs. that obtained by the
benchmark classifier

Figure 6 Weighted accuracy of our classifier

Results for classification methods. The best overall accuracies are obtained by the ran-
dom forest classifier for both our model (weighted accuracies ranging from 0.61 to 0.72)
and the benchmark (weighted accuracies ranging from 0.50 to 0.60), suggesting that it is
beneficial to account for non-linearity and interaction effects.

Results for the different cities. Among all cities, we achieve the best accuracy for Seattle
and San Diego – the best weighted accuracy was obtained for San Diego using the ran-
dom forest classifier (weighed accuracy equal to 0.72). The cities that were most difficult
to estimate are San Francisco and Manhattan, where the random forest classifier reaches a
weighted value equal to 0.61 for San Francisco. This is perhaps to be expected, given that
Manhattan and San Francisco are very diverse. We conjecture that, due to high population
concentrations, their tracts encompass a multitude of diverse socio-economic character-
istics that cancel out, to a certain extent, expected patterns.

Results for penetration rates. Figure 6 shows the weighted accuracy obtained by our clas-
sifiers for each of the classes; that is, ‘low penetration’, ‘medium penetration’, and ‘high
penetration’. The first of these three classes is, unsurprisingly, the class having the highest
weighted accuracy. Presumably, this is because it is the most homogeneous class com-
posed by the long tail of areas having ‘low penetration’ of Airbnb and thus the easiest to
estimate. The remaining two classes (‘medium’ and ‘high penetration’) are characterized
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by more heterogeneity in terms of their characteristics and therefore more difficult to be
correctly distinguished. Even for these more difficult cases, the median weighted accu-
racy is above 0.6, thus confirming that our chosen features can effectively be used estimate
Airbnb’s spatial penetration.

7 Discussion
7.1 Limitations
Our approach has four main limitations, which will inform our future research agenda.
First, regression and classification analyses cannot determine casual relationships. While
we can justifiably argue that Airbnb’s spatial penetration can be explained and predicted
for the eight cities under study, we cannot establish any causal relationship. As future work,
it would be interesting to perform a longitudinal study of Airbnb penetration and observe
changes to city neighborhoods.

Second, even though our list of cities aimed at capturing a variety of socio-economic
conditions, it is not comprehensive. Future work should replicate this study upon more
cities, which are not necessarily in the U.S. and have not been early adopters of Airbnb (as
most of our cities were). It would be interesting to test whether the growth dynamics in
late-adopting cities is similar to those in early-adopting ones, that is, whether the presence
of the creative class would still matter.

Third, our U.S. census data is the latest but is almost six years old, and it would be pru-
dent to replicate this study with more recent census data once it becomes available, to
gain confidence in the temporal validity of our findings. In this work, we could only check
for temporal validity by going backwards: we checked the differences that would result in
using the 2000 census data (rather than the 2010 one), and these differences were indeed
negligible.

Finally, this study analyzes Airbnb spatial penetration from the point of view of ‘offerings’
only (i.e., number of Airbnb listings per area). We have already performed a similar study
of Airbnb ‘demand’ (i.e., number of properties actually rented per area) on the same eight
U.S. cities and we have found very similar results. An interesting future study would be to
analyze Airbnb penetration while segmenting by users’ demographics, to shed light onto
the impact of the service on different classes of users (for example, on tourists vs. business
travelers).

7.2 Theoretical implications
Developing methods to quantify adoption of new technologies offers researchers the abil-
ity to understand to what extent their findings are generalizable, and under what circum-
stances. Previous theoretical models of technology adoptions in the city context have
overly emphasized the importance of a factor – distance from the city center [51–53].
Yet, we found other factors to be as important, for example the presence of residents who
work in the creative industries. New theoretical models of adoption could be designed, as
we now have a more comprehensive understanding of which factors matter.

7.3 Practical implications
One of the main findings of this study was the striking consistency of the results across
eight U.S. cities of different nature. This consistency suggests that, to a certain degree, our
model could be applied to a city that has not been previously analyzed, to identify areas
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that tend to be under-represented, understand why those areas are so, and plan interven-
tions to improve the situation.

To see how this could be done from a legal standpoint, we consider once again the re-
cent proposal by Stephen Miller of using “transferable sharing rights” to legalize short-
term rental markets like those enabled by Airbnb [5]. These rights could be bought and
sold on dedicated web sites, with prices adjusted based on, for example, a neighborhood’s
economic development plan. Based on our analysis, such sharing rights could be allocated
so that a socio-economic deprived area would be allowed to have a high number of shar-
ing rights at a low price and, as such, the area’s local economy would benefit (e.g., Airbnb
guests tend to shop at local shops). At the same time, an excessive number of short-term
rentals in the same neighborhood should be avoided, or else its character and ambiance
are bound to be compromised. This could be achieved by limiting the number of sharing
rights allocated to areas with higher concentration of youngsters and of people who work
in the creative industries, since our analysis revealed that hot-spots of Airbnb rentals are
invariably linked to them.

Finally, Airbnb, like most sharing economy platforms, is not penetrating all cities at the
same time; rather, some cities will be earlier adopters, while others will be late adopters.
One could take our methodology one step further and repeatedly apply it over time, for
example on a yearly basis, to identify what factors matter the most in explaining Airbnb
penetration at a given point in time (as previously done for the city of London, UK [13]).
When considering an (N + 1)th city, one could first identify where it temporally stands in
terms of Airbnb penetration trajectory, and then extrapolate from there.

8 Conclusion
This is the first time that Airbnb’s adoption has been analyzed for a wide range of different
U.S. cities. We have extracted a variety of geographic, economic, and socio-demographic
indicators and shown that, despite the 8 U.S. cities analyzed being rather different in terms
of ethnic composition and socio-economic characteristics, in most of them central areas
with a strong presence of educated and creative people are those with highest Airbnb
penetration. Finally, we have presented a generic prediction model for forecasting Airbnb
penetration by exploiting a variety of indicators that also captures non-traditional socio-
demographic dimensions such as the presence of creative workers in these areas. We have
shown that the proposed model can effectively be used to predict Airbnb penetration in
the U.S. cities considered in this study.
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